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Andrea Calabró
Lead Certified Spanish Instructor,
Andrea teaches Spanish as a Foreign
Language. Find out more about Andrea and
how she can help you improve your Spanish
language skills.

Accent Reduction
Is your accent distracting to the listener? Does it
affect your self-confidence? Contact us about
our proven program to reduce your accent and
polish your English language skills.

Beacon BCS Thanks You!
Our Clients Are
Our Greatest Asset
For the past five years, the Beacon BCS family
has grown in 12 countries and on 4 continents.
Since the Covid-19 outbreak,
we have been serving serve our
students and clients in our virtual classroom.
Join us in celebrating our success by
forwarding this newsletter to
your friends and colleagues.

The Book Corner
Have you ever wondered how bilingualism
affects your cognitive skills? If you understood
how your brain learns, maintains and uses
more than one language would you be able to
better manage your language skills?
"The Bilingual Brain: And What It Tells Us about
the Science of Language", by Albert
Costa, John W. Schwieter, explains the science
of bilingualism in people of all ages from
throughout the world. The data is limited but
here in one volume we can learn about the
effects on mindset, empathy and decision
making skills that result from being bilingual.
Easy to read, it is available as an audio-book.

Our newsletter is also available in Spanish.

Visit our
website

Am I too old to learn a new
language?
What is the best age to learn a second
language? Do children have the advantage over
adults? Sophie Hardach explains that it is never
too late, in this BBC report. Read about benefits
(and challenges) of adult learners of new
language skills. Then contact us to start
learning or improving a second language.
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